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Abstract:
This study examines various forms of permissive joinder, multiple claims
and non-compulsory counterclaim mechanisms available under Consumer Law,
especially from the perspective of multi-party strict liability or multiple-party claims
against professionals using unfair commercial terms or unfair commercial practices.
The study underlines the voluntary aspects characterising the joinder of consumers
as plaintiffs, as well as the admissibility of the opting-in – opting-out dichotomy
depends on the type of redress sought by the consumer as a pursuant litigating party.
The litigant consumers may be represented in pursuing the avoidance of unfair
contractual terms by legal entities, which are not mentioned by Law no. 193/2000,
on unfair terms in consumer contracts between the qualified entities. In these
hypotheses, the permissive joinder system is characterized as an opting-in system,
based on the features of the common interest mandate agreement described in the
Civil Code general provisions on the mandate contract provisions are dealing with
the problematic of multiple-claim redress actions in which several consumers
plaintiffs are represented by the attorneys, based on the same source of litigation
against the professionals. Another reason for using the third-party intervention
mechanism in consumer complaints is that of allowing a third party or a subsequent
party to join a lawsuit engaged between the originating parties (consumer vs
professional); where the claim emanates from the express assent of the intervenient,
the procedural intervention will be voluntary, and it has been used in jurisprudence
in litigious procedures involving consumers and credit professionals and also in
actions in avoidance of unfair contractual provisions. Consumer associations who
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fulfil the legal representative requirements may introduce judicial claims supporting
collective interests of consumers in the opting-out injunctive relief procedure, for
instance in the field of unfair terms in consumer contracts; subsequently, after the
judge had finally decided on the existence of unfair terms and ordered the
professional to eliminate those unfair terms from the existing contracts, the
pursuant consumers, who intend to compensate reciprocal payment obligations or
to obtain redress for the past payments collected by the professional based on those
unfair terms, may resort to individual actions in compensatory relief or to a
voluntary joinder in the action introduced by other prejudiced consumers against
the professionals.
Another aim of this study is to trace the metrical features of the consumer’s
right to procedural impleading; the consumer who justifies a legitimate interest may
implead a third person, against the party could have introduced a separate claim on
indemnity or warranty." (2) At its turn, the impleader may implead another person
for the breach of warranty. Fundamentally, the impleader’s claim and the main claim
will be discussed simultaneously. Nevertheless, should the discussions on the
impleader’s claim unjustifiably delay the judgement on the main claim, the judge
may decide on its disjunction in order to have the impleader’s claim judged
separately.
Key words: multiple claims, permissive joinder, collective claims,
consumer, joint intervenor.

1

Introductory notes
The subject of permissive joinder of defendants and multi-claim

litigation under the provisions of Consumer Law continues to represent a
significant topic in the attention of legal practitioners, especially from the
angle of aggregate litigation. The Romanian legal system currently has some
procedural mechanisms available to multiple claimants; only some of those
operate on an opt-in basis, the claimants electing to join the proceedings in
order to be considered a member of the class and to be entitled to any
damages awarded. This mechanism is in clear contrast to the multiple claim
redress mechanism which has been used in practice by plaintiffs such as nonprofit consumer organisations or the National Authority for Consumer
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Protection for unfair contractual terms claims, introducing an opt-out class
action system based on unfair terms in consumers’ contracts.
One of the main features of the subject of permissive joinder under
Consumer Law is that, in what concerns the representative actions by
qualified entities, articles 12-13 of Law no. 193/2000, on unfair terms in
consumer contracts, enabled qualified entities designated by legal provisions
to bring representative actions in the general interest of consumers, strictly
in the field of unfair terms in consumer contracts. Under the modified legal
text, these qualified entities would have to satisfy minimum reputational
criteria set by articles 30 and 32 of the Governmental Ordinance no. 21/1992,
modified by Law no. 157/2015 and by the Governmental Ordinance no.
37/2015 for the revise of certain provisions on consumer protection, lately
modified by Law no. 51/2016 on consumer legal protection.1 These
associations must be legally established, pursuing non-profit purposes and
having a legitimate interest in ensuring compliance with the relevant
consumer protection law;2 that approach can help to solve the doctrine’s
longstanding riddles. There are no express legal provisions in the Romanian
legislation, in the field of compensatory redress actions,3 imposing on
qualified entities the legal obligation to disclose to the courts or
administrative authorities their financial capacity and the origin of their
funds supporting the action.
This study encompasses practical perspectives on the provisions of
article 12, paragraph (3) of Law no. 193/2000, on unfair terms in consumer
contracts,4 which introduced an opting-out redress action for injunctive
relief of consumers, stating that the associations for consumer protection
that fulfil the requirements set by articles 30 and 32 of the Governmental
Ordinance no. 21/1992 on consumer legal protection, modified and
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republished, have the right of judicial claim against any professional whose
unilaterally elaborated contracts contain unfair terms, in order for the judge
to deliberate on the existence of unfair terms and to order the professional to
eliminate those unfair terms from all existing contracts containing
obligations the pursuance of which is not completed.
As it results, from the following sections of the study, the
admissibility of the opting-in – opting-out dichotomy depends on the type of
redress sought by the consumer as a plaintiff; while it can be described as an
opting-out mechanism regarding the injunctive relief instrument, it is
describable an opting-in type of action when it comes to consumers’
compensation actions. For instance, according to the provisions of article 12,
paragraph (3) of Law no. 193/2000, on unfair terms in consumer contracts,
the national legislator introduced an opting-out action, based on which, in
the first stage, the ’qualified entities’, e.g. associations for consumer
protection that fulfil the requirements set by the Governmental Ordinance
no. 21/1992, respectively or the Romanian National Authority for Consumer
Protection, have the right to introduce judicial claims against unfair terms in
consumer contracts. The study is structured in several sections absorbing
some of the substantial issues of the multi-party litigation theme. In the
second section, the emphasis is on the manner in which permissive joinder
of consumer complaints treated under the provisions of domestic Consumer
Law, while the third section addresses the problematic of the binding effects
of judicial decisions in multi-claim litigation. More importantly, it tries to
reflect a more pragmatic understanding of the permissive joinder and
voluntary forms of third-party intervention in consumers’ litigation, which
hopefully would surreptitiously contribute to a better understanding of the
multiple-claim problematic under Consumer Law provisions.
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2

Two-stages mechanisms and the requirements of consumers’ fair
representation

2.1 The treatment of permissive joinder for consumer complaints under
positive Consumer Law
Pursuant to the provisions of article 12, paragraph (3) of Law no.
193/2000, on unfair terms in consumer contracts, consumers are enabled to
use an opting-out redress action, based on which in the first stage, the
qualified entities, e.g. associations for consumer protection that fulfil the
requirements set by the modified Governmental Ordinance no. 21/1992,
respectively or the domestic National Authority for Consumer Protection,
have the right to introduce judicial claims against unfair terms in consumer
contracts.
It should be noticed that, in the second procedural stage, after the
professional has been requested by the judge’s final decision to remove
certain clauses as being found to contain unfair terms from all contracts
pending to be executed, all consumers who are interested in recovering the
payments made on the bases of the unfair terms may use either an individual
action in redress or compensation, either an opting-in action, as mentioned
above. However, the two-stages mechanism is based on an opting-out system
only in cases in which the consumers are represented by the qualified entities
described by the cited legal provisions, such as associations for consumer
protection or the National Authority for Consumer Protection.
Conversely, the litigant consumers may be represented in pursuing
the avoidance of unfair contractual terms by legal entities, which are not
mentioned by Law no. 193/2000, on unfair terms in consumer contracts 5
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between the qualified entities; in these hypotheses, the permissive joinder
system is characterized as an opting-in system, based on the features of the
common interest mandate agreement described in the Civil Code general
provisions on the mandate contract provisions are dealing with the
problematic of multiple-claim redress actions in which several consumers
plaintiffs are represented by the attorneys, based on the same source of
litigation against the professionals. Also, it is clear that the peremptory
exceptions, which are touching the merits at the core of the professional’s
demand, if they are admitted by the court, are designed to block the admisal
of the plaintiff’s request against consumers. The qualification as a ’common
interest mandate agreement’ between the principal (attorney) and the
represented plaintiffs generates, as usual, the applicability of specific rules
on the revocability of the mandate agreement.6 For instance, in redress
actions in compensation against banking creditors, based on the use of unfair
banking terms in consumer credit contracts, consumers used common
mandate contracts based on an opting-in system. The common interest
mandate agreement remains revocable ad nutum by the principal, although
the intemperate revocation generated the principal’s duty to compensate the
legal representative. Similarly, since the parties concluded a common
interest mandate contract, the legal representative shares with the
represented consumers a common interest in the action success, by
stipulating a compensation clause, the amount of which is censurable by the
court.
Among the other problems immediately apparent to an observer at
the present state of consumer contracts law is the fact that, according to
article 37 of the Code of Civil Procedure, ’In the cases and under the
conditions set by legal provisions, the right of action is also available to
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natural persons or the legal persons, organisations, institutions or
authorities who, without having a personal interest in the success or
dismissal of a claim, represent the legitimate interests of other persons or,
upon the case, represent collective or general legitimate interests.’ Apart
from that, article 59 of the Code of Civil Procedure mentions that ’several
persons may be jointly plaintiffs or defendants, should the rights or
obligations subject to litigation have a common origin or be strongly
connected by source.’
It is also worth noting that, according to articles 61-63 of the
Romanian Civil Procedure Code, the natural or legal persons, other than the
parties of the litigious procedures, may use the ’voluntary intervention in
civil litigation’. Another reason for using the third-party intervention
mechanism in consumer complaints is that of allowing a third party or a
subsequent party to join a lawsuit engaged between the originating parties
(consumer vs professional); where the claim emanates from the express
assent of the intervenient, the procedural intervention will be voluntary, and
it has been used in jurisprudence in litigious procedures involving consumers
and credit professionals and also in actions in avoidance of unfair contractual
provisions.
Similarly, it is clear that the different legal mechanisms for
consumers’ intervention have not always been appropriately adjusted to each
other and that the repeated revisions of these legal texts have not always
improved their quality. Gaps have opened up between different procedural
mechanisms and thus new inconsistencies have arisen. In terms of voluntary
intervention in pending litigation, also applicable to consumers and
professionals as litigating parties, the text of article 61 of the Code of Civil
Procedure states that other persons justifying a legitimate interest may
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intervene in a lawsuit engaged between the originating parties; therefore, the
main intervention implies that the intervenient pretends to have direct or
accessory rights connected to the rights which form the object of the lawsuit
between the originating parties, while the accessory intervention implies that
the intervener intends to sustain the defence of one litigating parties.
This juxtaposition of two procedural mechanisms has its source in the
text of article 62 of the Romanian Code of Civil Procedure, which mentions
that the main intervention claims must be conceived in the form requested
by the Civil Procedure Code provisions on the ordinary civil judicial claims.
Another legal requirement is that the consumer’s main intervention claim
must be introduced before the closing of the substantial debates in first
instance. Nonetheless, if the originating litigating parties give their consent,
the main intervention claim is also admissible during the appeal
proceedings. On the subject of accessory interventions, article 63 of the
Romanian Code of Civil Procedure states that the claim for an accessory
intervention must be introduced in writing, also stating that the claim for an
accessory intervention may be introduced no later than the closing of the
substantial debates, in front of the first instance, as well as during the
ordinary and extraordinary procedures of revision (including the appeal in
cassation procedures).
In our opinion, the admissibility of the opting-in – opting-out
dichotomy depends on the type of redress sought by the consumer as a
plaintiff; while it can be described as an opting-out mechanism regarding the
injunctive relief instrument, it is describable an opting-in type of action when
it comes to consumers’ compensation actions. For instance, according to the
provisions of article 12, paragraph (3) of Law no. 193/2000, on unfair terms
in consumer contracts, the national legislator introduced an opting-out type
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of action, based on which in the first stage, the ’qualified entities’, e.g.
associations for consumer protection that fulfil the requirements set by the
cited legal provisions, respectively or the representatives of the National
Authority for Consumer Protection, have the right to introduce judicial
claims against unfair terms7 in consumer contracts.
2.2 Binding effects of judicial decisions in multi-claim litigation
According to article 60, paragraph (1) of the Romanian Civil
Procedure Code on the multiple participation in civil litigation, where the
claim is made by or against several persons with a common interest, ’the
procedural acts performed by or against one of the persons with a common
interest will neither benefit nor prejudice the others’ subject to the provisions
of article 60, paragraph (2), stating that ’Nevertheless, should the effects of
the judicial redress, by virtue of the nature of the judicial relationship or the
existence of certain express legal provisions, be opposable to all the plaintiffs
or the defendants in that particular action, the procedural acts performed by
some of these persons will benefit the others. In the cases in which the effects
of some procedural acts are contrasting or incompatible to the procedural
acts made by other participants, only the most favourable acts will be
opposable to the other participants.’
In consequential terms, as stated in article 139 of the Romanian Civil
Procedure Code on joinder and disjoinder of proceedings, ’(1) The judge may,
order the joinder of several proceedings pending before the court where there
is a close relationship between the disputes such that it would be in the
interest of justice to examine them together. (2) The judge’s decision of
joinder may be taken sua sponte or upon the request of the parties made no
later than on the first term of appearance in from of the invested court. (3)
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Should the several courts had different degrees of material competence; the
joinder will fall under the competence of the one court, the degree of
competence of which is superior to the others.’
The multiple participants in civil litigation may also resort to a
common mandate of procedural representation. According to article 202, of
the Romanian Civil Procedure Code, on the legal representation and
assistance in court of multiple co-participation in civil litigation, during the
proceedings implying multiple plaintiffs or multiple defendants, under the
provisions of article 59, the judge may decide by resolution on the
empowering of a common representative, at the domicile or premises of
which will be done the notification of all further procedural acts. The
representatives may be selected from the natural or legal persons who fulfil
the legal conditions for judicial representation. Quasi-exogenously
regulated, according to article 72 of the Romanian Civil Procedure Code on
the impleader procedures, in cases in which a third-party is partly
responsible for the plaintiff’s injuries in a manner that fundaments the
impleader on mechanisms such as indemnity, subrogation or breach of
warranty, ’(1) The party who justifies a legitimate interest may implead a
third person, against the party could have introduced a separate claim on
indemnity or warranty. (2) At its turn, the impleader may implead another
person for the breach of warranty’. As a general rule, also mentioned in
article 74, paragraph (4) of the Civil Procedure Code, the impleader’s claim
and the main claim will be discussed simultaneously. Nevertheless, should
the discussions on the impleader’s claim unjustifiably delay the judgement
on the main claim, the judge may decide on its disjunction in order to have
the impleader’s claim judged separately? In my views, the answer is
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affirmative; in the latter case, the judgement on the impleader will usually be
suspended until the judge decides on the main claim.
2.3 Cross-claim procedure in consumers vs professionals’ litigation
Litigating parties may also resort on the cross-claim procedure, as a
demand for relief made in civil litigation by one or several plaintiffs against
another plaintiff or by one defendant against another defendant, in a
personal injury or similar tort cases opposing consumers and professionals.
As opposed to the counter-claims, in which a defendant demands relief from
the plaintiff or, for instance, a compensation claim (each of the parties being
simultaneously the debtor and the creditor of the other party), cross-claims
imply the existence of multiple obligations of payment between the members
of the group constituted as plaintiff (or having the procedural position of the
defendant8). Should the parties disagree on the common representative
nominalisation; the judge will appoint a special representative, who, under
the provisions of article 58, paragraph (3), will represent the multiple
participants, at the domicile or premises of which will be done the
notification of all further procedural acts. The represented participants will
remunerate the representative. 9
It should be noticed that compulsory intervention in civil litigation is
also possible in litigious procedures between consumers and professionals;
for instance, according to article 75 of the Civil Procedure Code, the
defendant who possesses movable or immovable goods, on behalf of the legal
owner, may resort to the nominalisation of the legal owner, in the cases in
the plaintiff pretend concurrent rights on those objects, no later than up to
the first term of discussions in first instance. In the cases expressly
nominated by legal provisions, as well as in the non-contentious procedures,
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the judge may decide sua sponde on the compulsory intervention of third
persons, despite the eventual oppositions of these interveners. It should be
noted that in contentious litigation, the judge will address the parties the
necessity of compulsory intervening of third persons. Neither party would
formulate objections, the judge will draw up the resolution on the third
person’ intervention.

3

The judge’s sua sponde decision on the compulsory intervention
of third persons in consumers’ complaints
Manifold procedural effects are pending from the above-mentioned

legal texts on procedural conditions applicable to interveners. Thus,
according to paragraph (4) of article 12, of Law no. 193/2000, on unfair
terms in consumer contracts, modified, ’The provisions of the above
paragraphs (1)-(3) have no effect on individual consumer’s right to introduce
a judicial claim in voidance or nullity against any professional whose
unilaterally elaborated contracts contain unfair terms.’ In my opinion, the
opting-out mechanism is also supported by the provisions of article 14 of Law
no. 193/2000, on unfair terms in consumer contracts, modified, stating that
the consumers, who can justify a right to compensation based on the
existence of a prejudice generated by the use of unfair contractual terms
under the conditions set by the above legal provisions, have the right to
introduce judicial actions in accordance with the provisions of the Civil
Procedure Code.
Thus, it can be argued that, for the compensatory relief actions, there
are no express legal provisions allowing qualified entities to obtain financial
compensation for their members or for individual consumers, only
46
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individual actions being admissible according to the cited article 14 of Law
no. 193/2000.
Are consumers associations entitled to procedural intervention or are
voluntary intervention in pending litigation only opened to individual
consumers? Consumer associations who fulfil the legal representative
requirements may introduce judicial claims supporting collective interests of
consumers in the opting-out injunctive relief procedure, for instance in the
field of unfair terms in consumer contracts;10 subsequently, after the judge
had finally decided on the existence of unfair terms and ordered the
defendant/professional to eliminate those unfair terms from all existing
contracts, individual consumers, who intend to compensate reciprocal
payment obligations or to obtain redress for the past payments collected by
the professional based on those unfair terms, must resort to individual
actions in compensatory relief. Therefore, the judge may decide, in a
multiple-party injunctive action introduced by a qualified entity such as an
association for consumer protection, that the professional creditor has a duty
to eliminate a certain clause in all banking credit contracts (requesting the
debtor consumer to pay a fee based on non-transparent contractual terms).
Should an individual consumer intend to obtain refund for the amount of
payments made as an effect of that particular clause, the individuals must
introduce a judicial claim for compensatory relief, since the judge’s decision,
when admitting the consumer association’s action, had only effects on the
professional’s duty to eliminate further use of certain unfair contractual
terms.
In my views, it is crucial to underline that, in order for the qualified
entities/consumer associations to be admitted as representatives, or as
interveners in an injunctive relief action based on article 12(3) of Law no.
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193/2000, on unfair terms in consumer contracts, they must fulfil, on the
one hand, the conditions mentioned in article 30 of the Governmental
Ordinance no. 21/1992, modified, on consumer legal protection, referring to
the non-profit purpose and the legal prohibition of simultaneously pursuing
interests other than their members or the general interest of consumers. On
the other hand, each consumer association qualifies for being a
representative in a litigious procedure based on the provisions of Law no.
193/2000, on unfair terms in consumer contracts, should have at least 3000
members, at national level, and local branches in at least 10 territorial
divisions; at local or regional level, to have activated for at least 3 years in the
field of consumer protection (as resulting from the text of article 32 of the
Governmental Ordinance no. 21/1992, on consumer legal protection, republished after being revised).
Curiously, the collective impact of provisions which are dealing with
the problematic of multiple-claim redress actions is described in article 13 of
Law no. 193/2000, on unfair terms in consumer contracts, as follows:
’Should the judge decide affirmatively on the existence of the alleged unfair
terms, the court will order the defendant to eliminate the unfair terms
respectively from all pending contracts concluded by consumers and to
refrain from the further use of the contractual terms which have been found
to be unfair.’ The court’s decision will benefit to all consumers having a
contractual relationship with the defendant which implied the use of those
unfair terms, regardless of the consumers expressed or unexpressed will to
have their interests represented unless individual consumers decide to
pursue separate individual requests, by exercising the opting-out rights.
Why, then, the main existing mechanisms which most closely
resemble a class action mechanism, according to the above description (such
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as multiple representative actions, cross-claim procedures, impleader
procedures, joinder procedures, voluntary and compulsory intervention as
forms of multiple participation on civil litigation), are not used more often in
consumers vs professionals’ litigation? One reason, for this state of facts,
might be that the cross-claim procedures, impleader procedures and joinder
procedures are not currently conceived as voluntary or compulsory forms of
participation between litigating professionals and consumers. On the one
hand, the national legislation contains no provisions on specific certification
criteria for class actions, while in terms of the certifying of qualified entities,
such as the representation trough consumer associations, express legal
provisions are incident in the field of collective injunctive relief actions based
on article 12(3) of Law no. 193/2000, on unfair terms in consumer contracts.
In my views, there is a need for express legal provisions requirements on the
testing the efficiency and representational quality of class actions in
consumers vs professionals’ litigation, regarding ascertainable criteria,
cohesiveness and representational matters.
It should also be mentioned that ancillary matters, in opting-in
actions against professionals, would depend on the ascertainable character
of class actions, in terms of notification of individual consumers on the
procedural acts, e.g. preclusion of procedures. Nevertheless, in opting-in
actions, proof of impracticability of joinder would be far easier having
identified those who expressly intended to be part of the multiple-claim
litigation.
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4

The Achille’s tendon: multiple claimants and the use of procedural
opting-out rights in consumers’ litigation
There is widespread consensus that the provisions of article 12,

paragraph (3) of Law no. 193/2000, on unfair terms in consumer contracts,
introduced an opting-out action in avoidance of contractual unfair terms in
non-negotiated agreements between consumers and professionals.11 In the
first stage, the qualified entities, e.g. associations for consumer protection
that fulfil the requirements set by articles 30 and 32 of the Governmental
Ordinance no. 21/1992, modified, have the right to introduce judicial claims
against a professional whose unilaterally elaborated contracts contain unfair
terms. The judge’s decision ordering the professional to eliminate those
unfair terms from all existing contracts will benefit all current customers of
the respective professional unless there are individual consumers who
exercise their right to auto-exclusion from proceedings and who expressly
prefer the remaining under the incidence of the original, unmodified
contract.
The multi-claim consumer procedure is as sharply depicted, as it is
ubiquitous in litigation pertaining to the avoidance of unfair contractual
stipulations. After the professional has been requested by the judge’s final
decision to remove certain clauses as being found to contain unfair terms in
consumers contracts, any consumer who wishes to recover the payments
made on the bases of the unfair clauses may use either an individual action
in redress or compensation, either an opting-in action in cases in which
numerous consumers, who initially benefited from the admission of the
opting-out collective action on voidance of unfair clauses, agree to a common
mandate of representativeness. Let us note, however, that, as opposed to the
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opting-out collective action on unfair terms, which is expressly regulated in
terms of articles 12-13 of Law no. 193/2000, on unfair terms in consumer
contracts, there are no specific provisions on the subsequent opting-out
action in compensatory relief, such as re-imbursement of previously paid
sums based on unfair contractual clause). As mentioned above, the latter
have been admitted by jurisprudence based on the use of consecrated,
general procedural mechanisms such as the reciprocal mandate of
procedural representation as mentioned in article 60, paragraph (1) of the
Civil Procedure Code.12
Yet for all its practical importance and for its incidence in
jurisprudential contexts, the admissibility of class actions against
professionals remains a surprisingly mysterious topic. Especially in the field
of strict liability, non-pending on the professionals’ proved fault, an opt-in
mechanism can approach satisfaction of certification requirements more
easily than an opt-out group action.13 As an opt-out group, the personalinjury claimants could have difficulty meeting the ascertain requirements.
Secondly, an opt-in option positively affects notice requirements in two
essential ways: first, in order to apprise group members of their rights and
the opportunity to participate in collective litigation, an opting-in
mechanism14 makes notification of potential group members more reliable,
taking into account that the opt-in process permits consumers to identify
themselves as parties to the class action against the professionals and permit
future communication to offspring.
Furthermore, pertaining to the preclusive effects of the court’s
decision in multi-claim consumers’ litigation, in my views, the court’s
decision is preclusive of all claims that were or could have been asserted in
the first proceeding, in terms of inadmissibility of future claims between the
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same parties, on the same objective factual grounds; nevertheless, preclusion
should operate only against consumers and interveners who were formal
parties to the first proceedings. By contrast to an opting-out mechanism, an
affirmative expression to opt-in to group membership is a much clearer
manifestation of informed consent, in terms of accepting the potential
preclusive effects of introducing the class action. At the same time, this
approach guides procedural settlement between consumers plaintiffs and
professionals’ defendants in litigious circumstances, such as the opting-in
mechanisms, mainly since opt-in procedural mechanism suffers less from a
representativeness deficit than opt-out systemic approaches to third-party
interventions in civil and commercial litigation.
Perhaps more troubling is the aspect of voluntary joinder of
complaints, in the cases of multiple consumers’ claims against the effects of
unfair contractual terms, in injunctive procedures; the qualified entities,
such as consumer associations may use an opting-out mechanism in order to
obtain an injunction decision imposing the professional to cease the use of
the respective unfair terms and to remove the respective clauses from all
contracts, including those signed by consumers who did not express an
explicit consent to be included, nor excluded (opting-out system).
Subsequently, after the emission of the judge’s decision in the opting-out
injunctive procedure, individual consumers may use an opting-in collective
mechanism for compensatory relief15 (not specifically regulated) aiming to
obtain reimbursement of the payments made as an effect of the unfair
contractual terms. The use of an opting-in compensatory relief mechanism
is not necessarily subsequent to the admission of qualified entities’ optingout action. Therefore, in my views, opting-out mechanisms are more
compatible with the injunctive procedures (the professional being ordered to
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cease the use of unfair terms in all future and present contracts, all
consumers automatically beneficiating from that measure, unless an autoexclusion act is emitted); opting-in mechanisms are also useful in
compensatory relief collective claims (the necessity of establishing
individual/total amount of mass prejudice).16
Recognising that class actions are inexorably tied up with an optingin class action in compensation is based on consumers’ voluntarily
consenting to be part of litigation and aiming to obtain reimbursement of the
payments previously made as an effect of the unfair contractual terms the
avoidance of which has been previously obtained in court. The
material/substantial sphere of incidence, for such class actions, would be
limited, in my views, to consumer claims based on the avoidance of unfair
contractual terms, while its subjective or personal sphere of incidence is
limited to qualified entities representing the legitimate interests of
consumers, such as associations for consumer protection. In my opinion, the
judicial appeal in consumers’ class actions should be expressly regulated,17 in
terms of establishing who can be the appellant (e.g. reciprocal
representatives, qualified consumer associations, compulsory interveners
such as insurance companies), as well as the procedural terms of notification
(for example, up to 45 days from the notification of intervening consumers
on the judge’s decision in first instance). Let us note, however, that there are
no punitive effects of the mentioned procedural mechanism; thus, the
professional defendant would not face an obligation to reimburse certain
sums exceeding those effectively paid by the consumers’ plaintiffs, as
consequential effects of the avoidance of the unfair contractual terms.
Obviously, between consumers and third-party interveners, the pre-
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litigation agreements and settlements are admissible in injunctive redress,
as well as in compensatory class action.
Although it may seem counterintuitive at first, the joiner mechanism
regulated by the revised version of articles 12-13 of Law no. 193/2000, on
unfair terms in consumer contracts, is limited to injunctive relief, while
compensatory relief of consumers’ complaints is available by means of
individual actions or by common mandate of procedural representation 18
under the general provisions on multiple participation in civil and
commercial litigation.

5

Problematic of multiple compensatory claims
It should be emphasised that the injunctive relief mechanism (on

collective basis) available to consumer organisations is not limited to the
sphere of actions in avoidance of unfair contractual provisions; instead, it is
also applicable in the case of competitors whose legitimate interests have
been affected by an unfair commercial practice of a concurrent professional,
followed by a subsequent compensatory relief (on individual basis). The
mentioned mechanisms are described in article 64, paragraphs (5) and (6) of
Law no. 21/1996, re-published in February 29th, 2016 on fair competition,19
stating that ’(5) Natural or legal persons who consider themselves to have
been prejudiced by a commercial practice forbidden by legal provisions on
competition, may introduce a subsidiary claim in compensation during the
next two years from the date on which the decision of the Competition
Committee remained final or has been confirmed by a court decision. (6) The
compensatory claim may also be introduced by an organisation for consumer
protection legally registered, as well as by a professional organisation
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representing the competitors whose legitimate interests have been affected
by the anti-competition practice, based on their specific mandate of
representation.’
When permissive joinder of professional defenders is concerned, if
one or more consumers, as plaintiffs, have a pecuniary claim against multiple
professional defendant, who are jointly liable for the prejudice caused,20
either in terms of strict liability on objective premises, either in the form of
liability based on professional’s fault, these defendants may be jointly held
as litigating parties. In my opinion, for this effect to be taken into account,
the consumer’s claims against the professional co-defendants must arise
from a series of similar circumstances or be based on a common causational
act/omission to act imputable to the professionals.
Alternatively, the opting-out collective mechanism for qualified
entities regulated by articles 12-13 of Law no. 193/2000, on unfair terms in
consumer contracts is limited to injunctive relief. Subsequently, after the
emission of the judge’s decision in the opting-out injunctive procedure,
individual consumers may introduce claims for compensatory relief aiming
to obtain reimbursement of the payments made as effect of the unfair
contractual clauses.21 Amongst the intricacies of having compensatory
mechanisms, it should be emphasised that the courts must respect, in our
opinion, the principle that prejudice must be fully redressed and may not
grant punitive damages; therefore, compensatory multi-party claims are
likely to be more compatible with an opting-in system, especially in cases of
multiple consumers being affected by the same culpable act or omission to
act, as well as in the case of patrimonial loss recoverable on strict liability, in
which case there is compulsory the establishing of the individual amount of
prejudice based on individual claims of consumers.22 Nonetheless, the
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recovery of expenses in injunctive procedures for qualified entities regulated
by articles 12-13 of Law no. 193/2000, on unfair terms in consumer
contracts, allow the qualified entities, such as consumer associations, to
recover all costs of publicity in respect of the class action; horizontally, a
compensatory opting-in mechanism is necessary in order to permit multiple
consumers to give their consent to a litigious procedure on compensatory
grounds.23

6

Distinguishing ’necessary’ from ’indispensable’ interveners in
consumers’ complaints
According to the above-mentioned legal provisions on voluntary

intervention in civil and commercial litigation, the consumer associations
can apply for an injunctive infringement,24 yet not for compensation for
individual damages on the ground of Law. 193/2000 on unfair terms in
consumer contracts). Prejudiced consumers have a choice of introducing
separate or joint claims in avoidance of unfair terms in non-negotiated
contracts.25 As a result, it might be virtually impossible to conclude
settlements in injunctive proceedings initiated by qualified entities, such as
associations of consumer protection.26 To emphasise the consumer’s
prerogative of introducing, on an individual basis, a direct action in
avoidance of unfair clauses, it should be mentioned the use of the reciprocal
mandate of representation in the common interest of the multiple
plaintiffs.27
One notable feature, in what concerns the notification of the
proceedings, is the problematic of formal procedural sequences of
notification of parties; several requirements are worth mentioning, such as
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the obligation to adequately inform the intervening consumers on the stages
of the proceedings on injunction orders, final decisions on measures
eliminating continuing effects of the infringements, including final redress
orders.28 Legal practitioners experienced certain difficulties relying on the
proper criteria for class action admissibility, such as the common cause, mass
damage, similitude of members’ prejudices,29 non-sustainability of
procedural joinder of claims or third parties as interveners in mass
litigation.30
The next landmark or specific difficulty lies with the facts that the
criteria of compensating mass injury on are not legally set out, or the fact that
possible future legal provisions on consumers’ class action should separate
compensation for damages to identified prejudiced parties, under the
general terms of strict liability and the determination of compensation for
compulsory interveners, on the other hand.31 The quantum of the procedural
deposit would be set by the court, taking into account the probable total costs
to be incurred by the litigating party in multiple-claim litigation.32 However,
the cited legal provisions establish no strict criteria for sharing global
compensation between injured parties in class actions, nor does it set out the
possibility of payment of moratoria damages33 (for the professional
defendant who was causing deliberate or negligent delay in the payment of
compensatory sums as stated in the judge’s decision) in line with the general
rules of strict liability compensation.34

7

Concluding remarks
The use of the third-party intervention mechanism in consumer

complaints is based on the rationale of allowing a third party or a subsequent
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party to join a lawsuit engaged between the originating parties (consumer vs
professional); where the claim emanates from the express assent of the
intervenient, the procedural intervention will be voluntary, and it has been
used in jurisprudence in litigious procedures involving consumers and credit
professionals and also in actions in avoidance of unfair contractual
provisions. Perhaps more significant is one of the main features of the subject
of permissive joinder under Consumer Law that, in what concerns the
representative actions by qualified entities, articles 12-13 of Law no.
193/2000, on unfair terms in consumer contracts, enabled qualified entities
designated by legal provisions to bring representative actions in the general
interest of consumers, strictly in the field of unfair terms in consumer
contracts. As results from the previous sections of the study, the admissibility
of the voluntary joinder depends on the type of redress sought by the
consumer as a plaintiff; while it can be described as an opting-out
mechanism regarding the injunctive relief instrument, it is describable an
opting-in type of action when it comes to consumers’ compensation actions.
The following conclusions may be pointed out, based on the
assertions made in the preceding sections of this study:
(a) under the provisions of article 12, paragraph (3) of Law no.
193/2000, on unfair terms in consumer contracts, consumers are enabled to
rely on the opting-out collective redress action, based on which the qualified
entities, e.g. associations for consumer protection that fulfil the
requirements set by the Governmental Ordinance no. 21/1992, respectively
or the representatives of the National Authority for Consumer Protection,
have the right to introduce judicial claims against unfair terms in consumer
contracts;
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(b) each consumer represented as litigant has the right to exclude
himself/herself from the class action, if the consumer notifies the court prior
to the date specified in the notice received; the consumer who, based on the
mentioned opting-out mechanism, excludes himself or herself from the
litigious action in compensation for the sums collected by the professionals
based on void unfair terms, will not be bound by an adverse judgement and
conversely, the consumer may not assert collateral peremptory exceptions;
(c) the prerequisites of typical litigious reasons in multiple-party
litigation from the perspective of litigating consumers vs professionals would
raise supplementary procedural obstacles, since not all incidental claims
could have had the same proximate cause, nor would the same affirmative
defences be applicable (e.g. assumption of contractual risk, strict liability and
breaches of contractual warranties);
(d) the inter-pleader procedural mechanism may be used in cases in
which the professional, whose strict liability or liability based on professional
fault is discussed by the court, may request the pursuant/the consumer,
acting as plaintiff, to argue out the claims against a third party who is also
jointly liable;
(e) in the cases in which the effects of some procedural acts are
contrasting or incompatible to the procedural acts made by other
participants, only the most favourable acts will be opposable to the other
litigating consumers;
(f) the court’s decision requesting the professional to eliminate
certain unfair terms from all existing contracts will benefit multiple
consumers in relation to the respective professional unless there are
individual consumers who exercise their right to auto-exclusion from
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proceedings and who expressly prefer the remaining under the incidence of
the original, unmodified contract;
(g) concerning the voluntary interveners in consumer vs professional
litigation,

the

reciprocal

mandates

refer

to

the

empowering

of

representatives with the conclusion of all procedural acts necessary for the
discussing of the joint claims; similarly, the specific mandate should specify
that it includes the mandate to agree to settlements or to introduce an action
in revise of the court’s decision.
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